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	The International Design Journal IDJ:
	The International Design Journal is a peer-reviewed, multidisciplinary, open-access publication issued by the Scientific Association of Designers, an officially accredited society, in collaboration with the Faculty of Applied Arts and Designers Syndicate. It aims to showcase cutting-edge research in various design fields such as product design, industrial design, interior design, visual communication design, interface design, animation and game design, media design, textile and textile printing design, and other related areas. 

			The journal operates under an open access policy and serves as a platform for advancing the culture of design and enhancing the research and design capabilities of Arab scholars and designers on a global scale.

			The primary objective of the journal is to serve as a platform for the exchange of ideas, information, data, and findings among investigators and designers from diverse cultural backgrounds. It strongly encourages the exploration of all aspects related to design theory and practice. Designers are urged to showcase their expertise in design through various mediums and provide insights into key issues they encounter. The Journal is published bimonthly in both print and online formats and is supported by an esteemed international editorial board comprising experts in various design domains. The International Design Journal welcomes contributions in any research area within the field of design.

			All research submissions to the journal undergo a rigorous double-blind international refereeing process. This ensures that the reviewers remain unaware of the identity of the author(s), and vice versa. The aim is to ensure a fair and unbiased review of all submissions. Additionally, a panel of distinguished referees from diverse design-related fields assesses the quality and significance of all submitted studies. Apart from the evaluation of research on a global scale by specialized committees of international referees working in product design, engineering, industrial design, and all disciplines encompassing applied and fine arts, academic institutions also contribute to the assessment.

			The journal holds a prominent position in the evaluation of scientific journals by the Supreme Council of Universities, receiving the highest score in this evaluation. (Evaluation image) . Furthermore, it is published on advanced international platforms that place the journal at the forefront of its classification.
	Open access Policy:
	Have a look at our open access policy, click here
	Advertising policy:
	
				Ads that contradict the community's moral and cultural standards are not permitted for publication in The Journal.
	The Journal cannot publish ads that run counter to the cultural and moral framework within the community.
	Advertisers are not permitted to influence the content of the articles published alongside their ads. Any attempt to do so will result in the immediate cancellation of the contract.
	Advertising contracts are a minimum of 6 months in duration and are renewable. Only one ad is allowed per page.
	We do not allow more than one ad to appear on the same page.
	Advertisers have the option to choose whether they want their ad to appear on specific sections of the site or on all pages, including the homepage, based on our pricing policy.
	The cost of ads within the site is variable and depends on the content of the advertisement. The International Design Journal does not take responsibility for any services provided by advertisers within the displayed ad units. It is solely the advertiser's responsibility.
	While the administration strives to ensure that the content of the ads aligns with its editorial policy, it does not guarantee the accuracy or quality of the content displayed in the advertisements.
	The administration affirms that the content displayed in these ads is a paid content, and despite the administration's attempts to ensure editorial content that suits its editorial policy and respects its base of researchers, academics and readers, it does not take responsibility for and does not guarantee any content displayed in such advertisements.
	Visitors are solely responsible for choosing to engage with the ads and cannot hold the newspaper accountable for any damages resulting from their choices.
	The administration encourages visitors to report deceptive advertising or counterfeit content through the Contact Us page.;Contact Us;page.
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 Impact Factor 0.3191 Q1
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 Impact Factor 1.2 
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 ICV 5.75 
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